ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks are an easy target for report fabrication attack, where compromised sensor nodes can be used by an adversary to flood the network with bogus/false reports. En-route filtering is a mechanism where intermediate forwarding nodes identify and drop false reports while they are being forwarded toward the sink. Most of the existing en-route filtering schemes are probabilistic, where sensor nodes in each cell share secret keys with a fixed probability with intermediate nodes. Thus, forwarded reports are verified probabilistically by intermediate nodes, because of which false reports can travel several hops before being dropped. Few deterministic en-route filtering schemes have also been proposed in the literature, but all such schemes require a source to send the reports through a fixed path to reach the sink. In this paper, we propose a novel deterministic en-route filtering scheme based on a combinatorial design to overcome the above-mentioned limitations of the existing schemes. The use of combinatorial designbased keys ensures direct communication between all the sensor nodes while maintaining low key storage overhead in the network. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme notably performs better than the existing schemes in terms of the expected filtering position of false reports. Furthermore, the proposed scheme improves data authenticity in the network and is more buoyant to selective forwarding and report disruption attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Broad applications of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have attracted a lot of attention from the researchers in recent times. WSN consists of a large number of sensor nodes which have limited memory space, restricted power resources, limited computation capacity, and short range radio communication capabilities. Typical WSN offer capabilities to monitor a physical environment which enables WSN to be implemented in applications such as vehicle safety monitoring, alarm systems, military surveillance, etc. [1] .
Usually, WSNs are installed in inhospitable environments. Thus, WSNs are prone to several security threats such as sybil attack, wormholes, selective forwarding attack [2] . An adversary can perform node replication attack [3] or code injection attack [4] to compromise several sensor nodes in the network. Further, an adversary can obtain the cryptographic keys [5] from the compromised sensor nodes. Compromised sensor nodes can be used by the adversary to inject bogus/false data traffic in the network. This can cause sink to reckon a wrong system states [6] , which can be troublesome for mission critical feedbacks. Further, such attacks abuse network resources like bandwidth, energy and can cause network congestion [7] . The solution to such attacks is collaborative endorsement and en-route verification of each report.
In the last two decades, several en-route filtering schemes have been proposed [8] - [16] . However, all these schemes have associated limitations. For example, GRSEF [13] , PCREF [14] are prone to selective forwarding attack. SEF [8] , IHA [15] are susceptible to T-threshold limitation [17] . STEF [11] and CCEF [12] require reports to be sent through a fixed path. LEDS [9] and LBRS [10] are prone to node failure and DoS attacks [18] .
In this article we propose a novel deterministic combinatorial design based en-route filtering scheme. Different for existing deterministic schemes, the proposed design does not require sending reports through a fixed pre-defined path. Further, because of the deterministic nature of the proposed scheme, filtering efficiency of the proposed scheme is excellent. For the proposed scheme we assume a distributed WSN, where the deployment network is partitioned into equi-sized cells. Further, we have two different types of sensor nodes in each cell namely, Cluster Heads (CHs) and ordinary sensor nodes. In the proposed scheme, we assign pair-wise keys to the sensor nodes to secure communication between them and cluster heads/sink. For en-route data endorsement/verification, we assign keys to the CHs based on combinatorial design. Thus, all the CHs can communicate with each other without alarmingly increasing key storage overhead in the network. In the proposed scheme reports are forwarded and verified only by CHs. This helps in reducing the energy requirements in sensor nodes while maintaining desired security in the network. This also helps in reducing the effect of selective forwarding attack in the network. In the proposed scheme similar to [19] , each cell has three CHs and all the three CHs participate in report generation. So, three copies of each report with different endorsements are forwarded in the network, which considerably improves data authenticity in the proposed scheme. We further define a novel beam model for each cell which identifies all the upstream and downstream cells. Based on upstream and downstream cells, keys stored in each CH are further reduced. This helps in reducing the overall key storage overhead in the network.
Major contributions of the article are as follows:
• We have proposed a novel deterministic en-route filtering scheme based on a combinatorial design for WSNs.
• We have proposed a novel beam model to identify the upstream and downstream region of each cell to reduce key storage overhead.
• We have proposed a novel report endorsement and verification technique for more effective en-route filtering of false reports.
A. RELATED WORK 1) EN-ROUTE FILTERING SCHEMES
To detect and filter false data in WSNs, several en-route filtering schemes have been proposed [8] - [16] . All the existing enroute filtering schemes can be classified based on the sharing of keys [17] and can be grouped into 3 classifications namely probabilistic, deterministic and hybrid.
In probabilistic schemes, all the sensor nodes in the network exchange keys with randomly selected intermediate sensor nodes with a fixed probability. In SEF [8] , sensor nodes are assigned a fixed number of secret keys chosen from a global key pool. Because of which multiple sensor nodes share few keys and using these keys intermediate sensor nodes can verify the authenticity of each forwarded report. In GRSEF [13] , sensor nodes are assigned keys based on the division of deployment region along multiple axes. PCREF [14] adopted polynomials in place of secret keys for report's endorsement and verification. Akram and Cho [20] proposed a fuzzy logic based en-route filtering scheme. In the scheme [20] , verification nodes for each cell are selected using fuzzy logic to improve the energy efficiency in the network. But SEF [8] , GRSEF [13] , PCREF [14] and scheme [20] are prone to report disruption and selective forwarding attacks. In deterministic schemes, sensor nodes interchange secret keys with fixed intermediate sensor nodes on the path from source to the sink. Thus, all the intermediate sensor nodes have a probability of 1 to check the authenticity of each report. In IHA [15] , each sensor node maintains a pair-wise key with a chosen intermediate sensor node on the path from source to the sink. Because of which IHA [15] is prone to T-threshold limitation [17] . STEF [11] , CCEF [12] and PKCCEF [21] are ticket based schemes, where the sink produces a ticket for each CH and these tickets are then sent to the appropriate CH. After receiving the ticket, cluster head attaches the ticket with the final report. Then, the final report is forwarded through the same path to the sink. Thus all the deterministic schemes [11] , [12] , [15] , [17] require reports to be sent through a fixed path. In PKCCEF [21] , multiple paths are maintained between sensor nodes, but still, number of paths are limited and it further results in added key storage overhead.
Hybrid schemes, on the other hand, uses both deterministic and probabilistic approaches to assign keys to the sensor nodes. Applying deterministic approaches, LBRS [10] creates an arc of upstream cells whose reports a particular cell will forward, whereas in LEDS [9] each cell identifies only a few neighboring upstream cells. In probabilistic methods, sensor nodes in each cell select few intermediate sensor nodes probabilistically from upstream cells and exchange secret keys with them. These hybrid methods [9] , [10] promises average filtering efficiency with limited key storage overhead.
2) COMBINATORIAL DESIGN BASED KEY PRE-DISTRIBUTION SCHEMES
Çamtepe and Yener [22] were the first to use the combinatorial design for key pre-distribution in WSNs. Further, they provided a mapping of combinatorial design based key sharing to the sensor networks. They adopted generalized quadrangles and projective planes for proposing key predistribution scheme. This presented a foundation stone for research in this area, which resulted in many new schemes based on different combinatorial designs being proposed for key pre-distribution in recent times.
Lee and Stinson [23] gave a formal definition of using combinatorial design to propose key pre-distribution. They proposed the concept of common intersection designs for key pre-distribution.
Chakrabarti et al. [24] merged multiple blocks in combinatorial design to present a hybrid key pre-distribution scheme. They adopted the same method of block generation using transversal design as discussed by Lee and Stinson [23] and they merged them to create new blocks.
Ruj and Roy [19] proposed a novel key pre-distribution scheme based on combinatorial design for a grid-group based WSNs. Key pre-distribution and shared key discovery in the proposed scheme is based on transversal design, much similar to as discussed in [23] . For the scheme, the authors adopted a heterogeneous network which has two types of sensor nodes namely, ordinary sensor nodes and agents. Intracell communication in the network is direct and for intercell communication, agents are used. In the proposed scheme, the number of agents in each cell is fixed to three.
Kumar and Pais [25] proposed a hybrid key pre-distribution scheme for WSNs. In the scheme [25] , combinatorial design based keys secure intra-cell communication and pair wise keys ensure inter-cell communication. This setup is perfect for one-to-one communication between sensor nodes in the network. But in the data collection and en-filtering scenarios in a WSN, we are looking at many-to-one data forwarding/verification. In such cases, the scheme [25] results in high key storage overhead and low resiliency against compromised nodes in the network.
Bag and Roy [26] adopted Blom's scheme [27] and proposed key pre-distribution scheme for WSNs. The proposed scheme is then mapped to a grid-group deployment of sensor nodes in a heterogeneous network (ordinary sensor nodes and agents) same as done by Ruj and Roy [19] .
Kumar and Pais [28] proposed another scheme for a heterogeneous network. Different from existing schemes, the proposed scheme used difference method or difference method [29] to construct key blocks. Further, key assignment to cluster head was done in such a manner, which ensured better resiliency than existing schemes.
B. ORGANIZATION
The remaining article is organized as follows: Section II provides the needed basic concepts for the proposed scheme followed by an associated system and threat model. The proposed scheme is presented in Section III. Security analysis of the proposed scheme is provided in Section IV, followed by performance evaluation in Section V. Finally, we conclude our article in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. COMBINATORIAL DESIGN
A set system or a design [29] is a pair (X, A), where X is a set of elements (varieties) and A is a set of subsets of X, called
, is a design which satisfies the following conditions:
• The number of elements in each subset A is exactly k, • Each variety in X occurs in r blocks, • Each pair of varieties in X is present in exactly λ blocks in A. A difference set [29] • q is a prime number such that gcd(q, v) = 1 ,
B. NOTATIONS
For convenience we discuss all the notations used in this article.
• N : Total number of sensor nodes in the network • We assume a distributed sensor network with N sensor nodes for the proposed scheme which is partitioned into equi-sized cells. Each cell has n sensor nodes in the network. Further, there is a sink in the network which verifies/collect all the reports.
• Each cell has two types of sensor nodes namely, Cluster heads and ordinary sensor nodes.
• For the proposed scheme, we have three cluster heads in each cell similar to [19] . Further, we have three types of key sets namely, Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 generated from different key pools. These key sets are assigned to all the cluster heads such that different types of key-sets are assigned to all three cluster heads in each cell. Thus, each CH can communicate with CHs of the same type in the whole network.
• Cluster heads can obtain their geographical location via any localization scheme [31] , [32] or using in-built GPS [33] . The proposed scheme can tolerate location errors as only centers of the home cell are used for the scheme.
• Each event in the network is detected by multiple sensor nodes. All the sensor nodes which detect the event, generate the report and send it to the CHs. Cluster heads then forward the final report to the sink via multi-hop path.
• Reports verification and report forwarding are only done by CHs in the network.
• All the sensor nodes and CHs have unique IDs. Figure 1 provides the system model for the proposed scheme.
D. THREAT MODEL
We assume CHs and sensor nodes can be compromised by an adversary. When an adversary compromises a sensor node/CH, all the information stored in it is revealed to the adversary. Using the obtained information, an adversary can inject false packets and drop/alter genuine packets. However, an adversary cannot compromise the sink.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
Now, we explain the process of sensor nodes deployment, sensor node initialization, secret keys allotment, and shared key discovery phase. Further, we discuss report generation and en-route filtering in the WSN.
In the proposed scheme, we use pair-wise keys for data authentication between sensor nodes and cluster heads/sink. For data endorsement/verification of the forwarded reports, we assign combinatorial design based keys to cluster heads, which ensures low key storage overhead and very effective en-route filtering of false reports. This way of the key assignment is almost reverse to what was proposed in our other scheme [25] , where we assigned combinatorial design based keys to sensor nodes to secure intra-cell communication in the network and pair-wise keys to few sensor nodes in each cell to secure inter-cell communication. This was mainly done keeping in mind one-to-one communication between sensor nodes in the network for the scheme [25] . On the other hand in our scenario, where we collect data from the sensor nodes at a sink, we have many-to-one communication in the network. Thus, we adopted pair-wise keys for intracell data collection/authentication and combinatorial design based keys for inter-cell data authentication.
For the proposed scheme, we modify existing symmetric design from [28] to assign keys to cluster heads in the network. For the same, we propose a novel beam model for further reduction in keys stored by each cluster heads without affecting the filtering efficiency of the network. Finally, we propose a novel report generation, novel en-route filtering/sink verification methods which ensure improved data authenticity and data availability in the proposed scheme.
A. DEPLOYMENT
For the key assignment in sensor nodes and CHs, network administrator prepares 4 master secret keys (K m , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ). Administrator further chooses a large prime number (P), hash function H (.), and the parameters T , t. The parameters T , t were defined in [34] , where T represents the number of secret shares to be included in each report and t represents the minimum number of correct secret shares required in each report to validate it.
B. INITIALIZATION OF SENSOR NODES
Each sensor node in a particular cell is assigned K m , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P, H (.), (x c , y c ), and x loc , where (x c , y c ) is the center location of a particular cell (C c ) and x loc is location of each sensor node x. Each sensor node x computes the secret key K x using K m and x loc as K x = H (K m |x loc ), where | represents concatenation operation. This key is used by x to communicate securely with the sink. To secure communication with CHs in cell C c , each sensor node x uses other 3 master secret keys to generate secret keys (P 1 c , P 2 c , P 3 c ) as y c ) ). So, P 1 c can be used by sensor node x to securely communicate with CH 1 c . After computation of keys in a sensor node, all the master secret keys are removed by it. The secret key generation process is done by each sensor node in the network.
C. INITIALIZATION OF CLUSTER HEADS
Each CH is assigned one master key P i , such that P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are individually assigned to three CHs in a particular cell. VOLUME 6, 2018 Cluster heads can use this master key to securely communicate with sensor nodes in the cell. In addition to the master key, CHs are also assigned T and (x c , y c ). For enabling enroute filtering in the network, CHs are assigned keys based on combinatorial design. In the proposed scheme, each type of CHs are assigned keys from different key pools, limiting communication of CHs among the same type. If total number of cells in the network are C, then there are C CHs for each type Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3. Cluster heads of a particular type are assigned keys based on symmetric design as explained in Section II.
For the symmetric design, we adapt [28] . According to the adopted scheme, initially, the value of k is decided such that C <= k 2 + k + 1, where k is the smallest prime number. Variable k can now be used to define the desired symmetric design (k 2 + k + 1, k + 1, 1). In the proposed scheme we used difference set [29] for construction of symmetric design. Equivalent difference set for the desired symmetric design is
. Steps for such a design construction are given below:
• Initially, multiplier of the difference set (k 2 + k + 1,
• Derive all the orbits of the given Abelian group (Z k 2 +k+1 , +) using the multiplier defined in the previous step.
• Any subsets of the orbits can be combined to derive the difference set (D) of set size k + 1.
• All the blocks are derived using the obtained difference set D for the equivalent symmetric design (k 2 + k + 1, k + 1, 1).
Algorithm 1 Blocks Generation Using Symmetric Design
+ k + 1 blocks of keys, each block has k + 1 keys and any two blocks have one shared key STEPS-1. Find Multiplier (a) for difference set (D).
Compute all the orbits by mapping
Further details regarding blocks generation using difference set can be obtained from [29] and [30] . These key blocks are then randomly assigned to all the CHs of the same type. Construction algorithm for the same is given in Algorithm 1 which takes O(k 3 ) = O(C 1.5 ) time. Symmetric design in key blocks generation ensures that any pair of key block shares few keys. So assignment of a key block to a CH ensures that it can verify all the reports from other CHs of the same type, that too without any shared key discovery. Moreover, adoption of symmetric design for key block generation helps in providing a deterministic way of sharing secret keys in the network while maintaining marginal key storage overhead. At the time of report generation, CH creates and append k + 1 MACs using its key block to the final report. When this report is forwarded through the network, each intermediate CH of the same type checks the authenticity of the report by verifying the MACs attached with the report. 
1) MODIFICATION OF KUMAR AND PAIS'S SCHEME
When the reports are forwarded from an event cell toward the sink, they follow a narrow beam like path to reach the sink i.e. each report is forwarded only through a limited part of the network. Thus, we do not need all k + 1 MACs with each report. In the proposed scheme to reduce the number of MACs required with each report and to reduce the keys stored in each CH, Cell − Upstream region and Cell − Downstream region for each cell is defined. This process of creating two different key lists in each CH helps to reduce the keys stored in each CH and also helps to reduce the number of MACs to be sent with each report. Further details are discussed in Section V-B.
E. REPORT GENERATION
When an event happens, any 2T sensor nodes in a particular cell agrees on the event report using technique given in [35] . A typical report M contains information about the type of event, location, time of an event, etc.. After the agreement between sensor nodes for the report, each participating sensor node x creates a unique share M x for the report with the predefined threshold (t, T ) LSSS [9] . Precisely, M x is derived by evaluating the polynomial (Equation 1) over GF(P), where GF(.) is a finite Galois field [36] , P and t are pre-assigned parameters, K x represents secret exchanged between x and sink, full partition of M is denoted by p i where i belongs to 0 to t − 1.
This polynomial evaluation is done by all the participating sensor nodes using their own secret key shared with the sink. As M x is uniquely generated by each sensor node, it can be used by the sink as an endorsement. Further, node x encrypts the original report M using other three secret keys
Finally, sensor node s sends the tuple {M x , x id , M i encr } to each CH in the home cell by attaching appropriate M i encr . All the three CHs in the event cell collects all the 2T tuples from the participating sensor nodes. Initially, the freshness of all the secret shares included in the tuples is verified. Cluster heads also check whether the participating sensor nodes are from the home cell or not. Now, all three CHs coordinate with each other to choose T tuples from 2T tuples such that each CH chooses at-least 50% different tuples when compared with the other two CHs. Selection of different tuples by each CH helps to improve the data authenticity of the proposed scheme and because of which the proposed scheme is more resilient to report disruption attacks. Further details for the same is given in Section IV. After choosing T tuples, each CH decrypts M i encr from each tuple to check whether M sent by all nodes is the same or not. Further, CHs co-ordinate to find whether at-least two CHs have got all correct M . Next, each CH create MACs for the report M using all the keys from the report endorsement key list. Finally, each CH prepares the final report of the form
where MAC k i are the MACs generated using k i keys from the endorsement list and ID k i are the key indexes. The final report is then forwarded by each CH towards the sink through the same type of CHs. In the proposed scheme each cell has three CHs, thus each event results in three different copies of the same report. But in Section V we will observe that even 3 copies of the same report do not increase the overall energy requirements for the proposed scheme.
F. EN-ROUTE FILTERING AND SINK VERIFICATION
When any intermediate CH receives a report, it checks for the common key used for creating any MAC in the report. If no such key is found by the CH in its report verification key list, the report is dropped immediately. Else, the CH generates the MAC using the common secret key and compares it with the MAC included in the report. If both the MACs matches, the report is assumed to be correct, else it is dropped. Further, all three CHs in the forwarding cell co-ordinate with each other to identify whether at-least two copies of the report are found to be correct or not, if yes, then only correct copies of the report are forwarded to next hop, if not, all the copies of the report are dropped immediately.
Sink, on the other hand, performs 2-way authentication for verifying each report. Sink starts the verification process of the report if it receives at-least two copies of the same report from two different types of CHs. Initially, sink verifies the freshness of all the M x included in the report and checks whether all the participating sensor nodes are from the same cell or not. Next, sink verifies all the MACs included with the report. If all the MACs are found to be correct, sink tries to recover M from M x . This can be done by recovering M from any t correct M x included in the report. More specifically, VOLUME 6, 2018 sink picks any t shares out of T shares and tries to solves a t-variable linear equation (Equation 1) to get p i , where i = [0, t − 1] and thus obtains M . If M is meaningful, the recovery is successful, otherwise sink tries other combinations of t shares to recover M . In the proposed scheme, sink receives at-least two copies of each report, where each copy contains at-least 50% different M x from other. Thus, in the worst case where sink only receives two copies of a report, until no more than ((3/2)T −t) invalid M x are present, the sink can always recover the original report.
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we illustrate the security strengths of the proposed scheme in terms of data authenticity, expected filtering of false reports and data availability. But prior to that, we describe the simulation settings. The proposed scheme is evaluated in a custom built python simulator. The simulation parameters for the proposed scheme are given in Table 1 . Further, there is a sink positioned in the center of the network. Typical parameter values for PCREF, LEDS and SEF are also same as discussed in Table 1 . Further for PCREF and SEF, polynomial sharing probability or keys sharing probability q is set to 0.2. For the simulations, compromised sensor nodes and cluster heads are chosen randomly in the network.
A. DATA AUTHENTICITY
In the proposed scheme, at the time of report generation, each CH chooses T tuples from 2T tuples in such a way that each CH has 50% different tuples. Further, at-least two CHs should agree with the tuple values and only then a report is generated and forwarded from the event cell. So an adversary can inject a bogus/false report which can successfully by-pass en-route filtering and sink verification only if: 1) Adversary is able to compromise at-least (3/2)T sensor nodes in a particular cell. If total sensor nodes compromised in the network are X , then the probability that an adversary can successfully inject bogus report is given by 2) Adversary is able to compromise at-least one CH and T sensor node in a particular cell. If total sensor nodes compromised in the network are X , out of which x are CHs, then the probability that an adversary can successfully inject bogus report is given by
3) Adversary is able to compromise at-least two CHs and T sensor nodes in a particular cell. If given the number of sensor nodes compromised in the network are X , out of which x are CHs, then the probability that an adversary can successfully inject bogus report is given by
The cases discussed above are the worst case scenarios where an adversary is able to inject bogus report from a particular cell, but in such scenario also remaining network is still un-compromised. The proposed scheme is better than schemes like LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] where adversary only requires t and T compromised sensor nodes in any particular cell respectively to inject bogus reports. Further, the proposed scheme is major improvement over schemes such as IHA [15] , SEF [8] , and LBRS [10] , in which single compromised sensor node can result in multiple gains. Figure 3 provides the ratio of compromised cell vs total compromised sensor nodes in the network. In the figure we can observe that even when large number of sensor nodes/cluster heads are compromised, only few cells are totally compromised in the network. Figure 4 presents comparison among proposed scheme, SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] for data authenticity. The proposed scheme significantly outperforms SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] considerably. [8] , LEDS [9] , PCREF [14] and the proposed scheme.
B. EXPECTED FILTERING OF BOGUS REPORTS
The proposed scheme provides a deterministic en-route filtering mechanism where reports are verified by all the intermediate hops. In the proposed scheme we assign combinatorial design based keys to CHs. So if a CH is compromised, all its secret keys are exposed, affecting the other remaining network too. In the network because of the compromised CHs, at any point of time, a particular CH i c can have its y keys exposed out of total Y keys. So, if an adversary wants to create a false report on behalf of CH i c , it has to forge other (Y − y) MACs for successful report generation. To ensure this false report is dropped before it reaches the sink, one intermediate non-compromised CH is enough which has a key which was used to create any one of the (Y − y) forged MACs.
In the network if x sensor nodes are compromised and out of which X CHs are compromised, then the probability of filtering a false report generated from CH i c can be given by
where P x CH is the probability of any particular CH i x being compromised and H represents total hops between CH i c and the sink. Further, P x CH can be given as
where C is total CHs of a particular type and X /3 represents compromised CHs of a particular type. But in the proposed scheme, 3 copies of each report with different MACs are forwarded toward the sink. So, to completely drop a false report from the network, at-least two copies of the same report must be dropped. Thus, the probability for completely dropping a false report from the network is given by
FIGURE 5. Expected filtering position of false reports in PCREF [14] , LEDS [9] and the proposed scheme. [14] , LEDS [9] , SEF [8] and the proposed scheme.
FIGURE 6. Filtering Efficiency vs Forwarded Hops in PCREF
Experimental results of expected filtering position of the false report in the proposed scheme, LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] are given in Figure 5 . In the figure we can observe that the proposed scheme filters the false reports in much less hops when compared with LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] . The main contributor for enhanced filtering efficiency is deterministic key pre-distribution in the CHs. Moreover, in the figure we can observe that the proposed scheme can filter false reports in 6 hops on average, which is a big improvement from 24 in LEDS [9] and 9 in PCREF [14] . Figure 6 provides the comparison of filtering efficiency vs hops traveled in PCREF, LEDS, SEF and the proposed scheme. From the figure, it is evident that the proposed scheme promises high filtering efficiency in the least number of hops. The filtering efficiencies of scheme such as IHA [15] , LBRS [10] are always poorer than PCREF [14] as explained in [14] , thus proposed scheme also has better filtering efficiencies than IHA [15] , LBRS [10] .
C. DATA AVAILABILITY
Data availability in WSNs can severely be affected by two type of attacks namely, Report Disruption attack and Selective Forwarding attack. In Report Disruption attack, VOLUME 6, 2018 compromised sensor nodes can intentionally send wrong tuples to CHs or compromised CHs can attach wrong MACs to the final report. Thus, correct reports are either dropped by intermediate CHs or by the sink because of wrong data in the report. On the contrary, compromised intermediate CHs can drop all the reports passing through them, this is termed as Selective Forwarding attack. Effect of both attacks on the proposed scheme is discussed in the next subsections.
1) REPORT DISRUPTION ATTACK
In the proposed scheme, participating sensor nodes create the shares for the report and CHs generate MACs for the report. Thus, both compromised sensor nodes and compromised CHs can participate in report disruption attack. Compromised participating sensor nodes can send wrong M x with the tuple to the CH, so that sink cannot recover the original report. Further, Compromised CHs can attach wrong MACs with the reports, thus such reports are either dropped by intermediate CHs or sink. In the proposed scheme, each participating sensor node only contributes one share of the report follows (t,T) threshold LSSS [9] , thus sink can always recover the correct report if it gets at-least t correct tuples. Thus, correct reports are received and recovered by sink until:
• No CH is compromised and less then 2T − t participating sensor nodes are compromised in any cell. In the proposed scheme, 2T sensor nodes participate in report generation and if no CHs are compromised in the event cell, the sink will receive 2T tuples. Thus, the sink can use any t correct tuples from 2T tuples to recover the correct report. Given the number of sensor nodes compromised in the network is X , the security strength of the proposed scheme in such a case can be given as:
• One CH is compromised and less than (3/2)T − t sensor nodes are compromised in any cell. In the case where one CH is compromised, the sink will receive only two copies of the report because the third copy of the report will be dropped either by intermediate CHs or by sink due to in-correct MACs. Thus, the sink will only receive two copies of the report with total (3/2)T tuples and sink can use any t correct tuples from them to recover the correct report. Given the number of sensor nodes compromised in the network are X out of which x CHs are compromised, security strength of the proposed scheme in such case can be given as:
From the above discussed cases, we can conclude that the proposed scheme is more resilient than LEDS, where sink can recover the correct report only if compromised participating sensor nodes are less then T −t. Further, the proposed scheme is better than PCREF [14] , SEF [8] , IHA [15] and LBRS [10] where sink can recover the correct report only if all the MACs are correct.
FIGURE 7.
Data Availability under Report Disruption attack in PCREF [14] , LEDS [9] , SEF [8] and the proposed scheme. Figure 7 provides the comparative experimental analysis of the proposed scheme with SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] . In the Figure 7 , we can observe that SEF [8] and PCREF [14] performs equally against report disruption attack and LEDS [9] performs better then these schemes. Further, in the figure we can observe that the proposed scheme has more probability for generating correct reports than SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] .
2) SELECTIVE FORWARDING ATTACK
In the proposed scheme, three copies of same report are forwarded with different MACs from the event cell. Further, sink can accept the reports from the event cell if it receives atleast two copies of the same report through different type of CHs. So, in order to purposely drop a report and limit sink from obtaining the report, at-least two copies of the same report should be dropped before they reaches sink. To drop two copies of the same report, at-least two CHs of different types must be compromised on the path from event cell to the sink. Precisely, if a report originating from the event cell has to travel H hops to reach the sink and in the network x sensor nodes are compromised and out of which X are CHs, then the probability that at-least one intermediate CH of a particular type is compromised can be given by
Further, the dropping probability of a correct report in the proposed scheme can be given by
FIGURE 8. Data Availability under selective forwarding attack in PCREF [14] , LEDS [9] , SEF [8] and the proposed scheme. Figure 8 presents the experimental comparison of the proposed scheme, SEF [8] , PCREF [14] and LEDS [9] . In LEDS [9] at the time of report forwarding, each report is broadcasted to all the sensor nodes in an intermediate cell and because of which LEDS [9] is highly resilient to selective forwarding attack. But other existing schemes such as SEF [8] , PCREF [14] , LBRS [10] , IHA [15] do-not adopt any preventive measures for selective forwarding attack because of which these schemes are highly prone to selective forwarding attack. We can observe from the Figure 8 that the proposed scheme outperforms LEDS [9] even without broadcasting reports in intermediate cells. This is mainly because in the proposed scheme sensor nodes do not participate in report forwarding. Thus, compromised sensor nodes cannot perform selective forwarding attack. Further from the figure, it is evident that the proposed scheme also significantly outperforms schemes such as SEF [8] , PCREF [14] .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Now, we discuss the associated storage overhead, computation and communication overhead, and energy requirements for the proposed scheme.
A. KEY STORAGE OVERHEAD
Each sensor node in the proposed scheme stores 4 secret keys, three for communicating with CHs in the same cell and one for communicating with the sink. On the other hand, CHs are assigned keys based on a combinatorial design where each CH is assigned k + 1 keys. Then, we deploy a beam model (Section III-D) to further decrease the number of keys stored in CHs by limiting secret keys shared only within the upstream and downstream region of a particular CH. If C = 121, then an average of 9 keys are stored in each CH. In LEDS [9] , each sensor node is assigned {(T + 1) (T + 2)/2} + 5 keys. In PCREF [14] , each sensor node is assigned large number of polynomials and secret keys which can be given by (64.n k + 16.n c ), where n k is total keys and n c is the number of coefficients. Thus, the proposed scheme has minimal storage overhead both in sensor nodes and CHs when compared with LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] . This is mainly due to use of symmetric keys which helps in maintaining full connectivity in the network without alarmingly increasing key storage overhead.
B. COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION OVERHEAD
Computation and communication overheads in any scheme mainly arise because of initial key exchange, included MACs with the reports, and MAC verification. In the proposed scheme, we deploy combinatorial design based secret keys, which makes sure that any two CHs always share a secret key. Further, for shared key discovery, only a single message is sent by each CH in the network which is much efficient than 3-way handshake used in existing schemes like LBRS [10] , LEDS [9] , IHA [15] . For en-route filtering in the proposed scheme, each report is attached with multiple MACs. Each CH has to create MACs with the keys present in its Report Endorsement key list. For example, if total cells in the network are 121, then on an average each CH has 7 keys in Report Endorsement key list, thus on average 7 MACs are attached with each report. In such case communication overhead for the proposed scheme is 28 bytes, if the size of MAC is 4 bytes. In LEDS [9] , T + 1 MACs are included with each report and thus total communication overhead is 24 bytes when T = 5. In PCREF [14] for a network of the same size, communication overhead is 40 bytes (explained in [14] ). Thus, we can observe that the communication overhead of the proposed scheme is under considerable limits.
In the proposed scheme, computation overhead for pairwise secret keys assignment is very limited because of the use of combinatorial design based keys. Thus in the proposed scheme, the computation overhead is mainly due to MAC generation/verification. In the proposed scheme sensor nodes only submit the initial report to the CHs and CHs creates and attach MACs with the report. Moreover, the reports are forwarded only through CHs, thus MAC verification is done only by CHs. This helps in saving a lot of computation overhead from energy deprived sensor nodes.
C. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
False reports in the network can not only lead sink to take wrong decisions but also leads to extra energy consumption for forwarding such reports. Further, compromised sensor nodes can intentionally drop legitimate reports, leading to further energy wastage for sending same reports again. In this subsection, we identify the energy requirements for the proposed scheme. If H represents average hops from source to sink, e represents energy required by any intermediate sensor node for receiving and sending the report to next hop and P represents the length of the report, then the energy requirements for a report where no en-route filtering is implemented can be given by,
in such a case all the reports whether correct or forged will travel all H hops. When the proposed en-route filtering VOLUME 6, 2018 scheme is implemented, correct reports travel all H hops and false reports are dropped in maximum h hops. Thus, energy requirement in such case can be given by,
where Z is the percentage of false reports and L MCs , L ID represents the length of MACs and key indexes respectively. This is the energy requirement for a report without selective forwarding attack. If we take into account the effect of selective forwarding attack, few correct reports can also be dropped before reaching the sink and such reports need to be sent again by the source. Thus finally, energy requirements for the proposed scheme can be given by E with en−route = {H (1 − Z ) + h (1 − Z )P select (X ) + hZ }.
(P + L MCs + L IDs ).e (14) where P select (X ) represents the probability of dropping a report when X CHs are compromised in the network and h represents average hops each correct report travels before being dropped by intermediate compromised CH. Moreover, energy consumption for computation is much less than communication, thus we only consider the energy consumed by communication of reports while calculating energy requirements for the network. Experimental results for energy requirements for the whole network in the proposed scheme, SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] are given in Figure 9 . In the figure, we can observe that LEDS [9] consumes maximum energy among the four compared schemes mainly because of poor filtering efficiency and because of broadcasting nature of the forwarded reports. SEF [8] performs better than LEDS because it do-not broadcast reports in each cell. PCREF [14] performs better than LEDS [9] and SEF [8] because of improved filtering efficiency. But energy requirements in PCREF [14] rises significantly with increased compromised sensor nodes. This is because of no preventive measures adopted by PCREF to restrict selective forwarding attack in the network, thus many correct reports can be dropped intentionally by intermediate sensor nodes and such reports are needed to be sent again by the source. The proposed scheme, on the other hand, has very high filtering efficiency and is highly resilient to report disruption and selective forwarding attacks, resulting in very low energy requirements in the network.
D. NETWORK LIFETIME
Network Lifetime for a particular WSN can be defined as the duration of time for which the WSN can provide its basic requirements. In our scenario, network lifetime for a network can be defined as the time duration for which sensor nodes can sense the environment and create the reports, which then can be successfully forwarded through the multi-hops path to the sink.
In section V-C we discussed the energy requirements for the proposed scheme and we found that the proposed scheme has low associated energy consumption than SEF [8] , LEDS [9] and PCREF [14] . Thus, the network lifetime for the proposed scheme is much more than SEF, PCREF and LEDS. Further, in the proposed scheme, we forward all the reports through cluster heads, which have more communication range than normal sensor nodes. Thus, in the proposed scheme, all reports travel fewer hops when compared with existing schemes, indirectly improving the network lifetime of the network.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a novel deterministic en-route filtering scheme based on combinatorial design. In the proposed scheme, the secret keys to CHs are assigned based on combinatorial design. We propose a novel beam model to further reduce key storage overhead in the network. When compared with existing deterministic en-route filtering schemes, the proposed scheme does not require reports to be sent through fixed paths. We observed that the filtering efficiency of the proposed scheme is much better than existing schemes such as SEF [8] , PCREF [14] , LEDS [9] , LBRS [10] , and IHA [15] . In the proposed scheme we proposed novel report generation, novel en-route filtering/sink verification methods. In the proposed scheme, each cell has three cluster heads and report forwarding/verification is only done by CHs. This helps in reducing the effect of selective forwarding attack while maintaining desired security in the network. It further reduces the energy requirements of the network. In the proposed scheme, three copies of each report with different endorsements are forwarded by the event cell towards the sink. This considerably improves data authenticity in the proposed scheme.
